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Fairy Tale Stylization Project

Abstract:
The Fairy Tale project is a group project that captures the key distinctions in literary style that we analyze in our Modern World Fiction class. In that class, we look at fiction through the lens of different stylistic flavors: maximalism, minimalism, ludic (playful) style, surrealism, and magical realism. To establish these styles, we use the following readings (mainly selections from them; only the full text on a few occasions), among others. Of course you can pick your own choices here.

Key concepts: rich detail, stream of consciousness, formal experimentation (portmanteaus, footnotes, lists), shifts in point of view

Key concepts: economy of words, very limited information and detail, implication, lack of speech tags

Key concepts: self-referentiality, playfulness (of names, plot points, interpretations), direct address to reader, pop culture references

Key concepts: non-sequitur, lapses of logic, destruction of conventions

Key concepts: mixture of the mundane and magical, bizarre scenarios reported nonchalantly, the wonder of ordinary things

The fairy tale project helps students look back on all these different styles, reflect on them, and note their key features and differences more clearly. In this project, groups of students will rewrite a fairy tale in all (five) literary styles. Each member of the group will rewrite the tale in one style and also write a detailed analysis of that revision. The
full group will present their ideas and process, along with some readings, to the rest of the class.

**Procedure:**
Divide students into groups; each group should contain one student for each different literary style you have worked with. (In groups with an extra student, two students can double up on one style; in groups with one student too few, one style can go unrepresented.) Each group will be given time to decide on a fairy tale that all members want to re-write. Each group member will choose a style to revise the tale with.

You may give groups class time to plan their approach to the shared fairy tale. Members should decide on the key elements or plot points that each stylized version will be sure to contain. (For example, in “The Tortoise and the Hare,” does the hare have to stop and take a nap, or is another form of delay allowed?) Groups must make the rules that allow for recognizable, yet still flexible, stories. These guideposts should be clear to all members before they begin writing, so that writers can structure their ideas more easily.

You might also give some time for writers working in the same style (on different fairy tales) to meet up. These style groups can help writers focus on the key elements of their assignment and help each other brainstorm new ideas.

Presentations: The story groups present their revisions to the class, documenting their approach as well as any salient changes, discussions, and disagreements. Each showcase of style should refer back to some model texts in that genre. Groups should read a bit from each style to give the audience a specific experience, but the presentation should not be ONLY readings; half discussion/half readings is a better ratio. A time allotment of 20 minutes per group works pretty well. Students are encouraged to get creative, take some judicious risks with presentation approaches. Students may use powerpoint, video, Prezi or another format to present their ideas.

Stories and Analysis: I give the following directions:
You will hand in individual final papers. These papers contain the final copy of your stylized tale and your analysis of your own story. Your task in the analysis is to document the ways in which your story lives up to its stylistic category. Your analysis should make substantial reference to class works within your style, noting spots of stylistic consonance and dissonance. For instance, where did your notion of “play” come from? What texts did it privilege and why? What techniques? What sort of “magic” did you not want to include? The account should address any particular challenges you faced in adapting the fairy tale and explain any significant departures from that style. Your analysis must bring quoted evidence from both your rewritten story and the pieces you are drawing stylistic cues from.

You can see examples of student work under “MWF Revised Fairy Tales” on my website:
http://staff.imsa.edu/~gleason